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Focus

Roll
Play

The mobile office has been around since
the invention of casters. Here are eight ways
to fly around the workspace with grace
BY David Dick-Agnew
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BRAINSTORMING
THE NEXT
BIG IDEA

THE CHAIR Keilhauer’s Juxta collection
fits perfectly into any contemporary office
with its twin-wheel casters and an attached
table that swivels freely on a petite base,
for ultimate hot-spot manoeuvrability.
From $700, keilhauer.com
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THE WHITEBOARD Stefan Borselius
designed Sense, for Sweden’s Abstracta,
with a white glass upper. Markers stow
discreetly behind the moulded wooden
base on two wheels, which sits flat for
better stability. $3,330, abstracta.se

THE STORAGE UNIT The bench-like
structure of Gispen’s Duobox is wrapped
in veneered plywood and goes right where
you need it. The upper shelving section,
made from powder-coated metal, houses
files. $2,770, gispen.com

COLLABORATING
VIA TECHNOLOGY
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THE CHAIR Part task chair and part casual
seat, Ciel!, by Noé Duchaufour-Lawrance,
combines flexibility and elegant comfort.
Available in seven base types, including this
five-branch version with casters. $1,430,
tabisso.com
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ORGANIZING
WITH AN EYE
FOR DETAIL

THE CHAIR Gispen’s Triennial makes a
statement with its sporty white rollers,
designed to move effortlessly on hard or
soft floors. The adjustable-height seat
and back cushion can be upholstered in
individual fabrics. $720, gispen.com
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FINDING TIMELESS
INSPIRATION

THE STORAGE UNIT With its bigger-thanaverage casters, Abstracta’s Mobi Tech
is ideal for moving monitors and large TVs
around the office, and for storing tech
gear in the cabinet underneath. $7,165,
abstracta.se

THE STORAGE UNIT Kartell’s Mobil still
looks fresh, 20 years after Antonio Citterio
and Glen Oliver Löw designed it, partly due
to its elevating swivel wheels. The chromeplated frame holds one to six drawers.
From $800, kartell.it

THE CHAIR With Lotus De Luxe, Jasper
Morrison expands his ergonomic 2007 line,
adding a model in walnut or natural oak.
The latest update to Cappellini’s stately
task chair will be released in North America
in early fall. c appellini.it
azuremagazine.com
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